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SUMMARY CHECKLIST

Many heritage agencies are called to respond to j economic" crises among
heritage buildings, but which are artificially induced by negligent system-wide

government policies, including:

refusai to research systemi(: problems which thre~ten the entirety of th,

building stock; 1

refusaI to face the implications of "sustainable devFlopment" and the "built

environment"; l

"artifacts'

formulation of policies exclusively in negative terms l<ioe. what cannot be clone

for the site);

:xcluding restoration from the definition of .:repai

building/safety codes which ignore restoration technology, and which impose

ex pensive requirements on restoration/renovation rojects;

training programs which rail to convey restoration/r novation expertise to that

industry, and which hence rail to disseminate cost- ut ting measures;

government /easing and occupancy practices which iscriminate against older
buildings -sometimes even the government's own Ider buildings;

tax rules which provide major pay-offs for the emolition of investment

properties;

tax depreciation rules which posit short hJfe expect f ncies for buildings -and

which penalize the property owner if the buildin out/ives that projected

lifespan;

government school subsidies which provide Imore r enerous funding for the
replacement of older schools than for their repair ( th same question applies to
hospitals, universities and other property whic may be government-

subsidized);

state banks which refuse ta pravide mort gages o heritage properties on
principle, on thepremise that heritage designation akes them bad collateral;

tax rules which provide less favourable trea ment for philanthropic
expenditures (e.g. the donation ofheritage propertie orcovenants/easements/
servitudes for their protection) than for business e penditures;

programs :hich are unduly vulnerable to cutbac~ because they smack

artificiality; 1
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I. AD HOC METHODOLOGIES

1.1 Site-Specific Solutions

Most countries with heritage policies
have a fundamentally "site-specific"
approach to heritage. ln other words,

despite attempts to put
identification and listing of
heritage sites onto a footing to
provide substantial lead-time
before critical decisions must be
made on the property, many
situations must still be dealt with on
an ad hoc basis;

that is not perceived as fatal,
however, because the site is
reputedly dealt with "on its own
merits"; and

by the same token, the solutions for
the site also tend to be dealt "on
their own merits", with ad hoc
remedies tailored to that specific
site. For example, if it is discovered
that 1egislation of general
application impedes the
conservation or restoration of the
site an exemption would be sought, to

waive the application of the
legislation to this site. [The heritage
agency may even attempt to secure
an exemption for aIl designated

sites.]

Similarly, if various economic forces
appear to be militating against the
property, these may reputedly be

compensated by:

a special grant or subsidy for the
site [and possibly even a series of
unusual tax incentives applicable to
an entire sub-class of designated
heritage properties] .

Looking Beyond the "Site-specific"; the

"Systemic Approach"
The above governmental methodology

suffers from fundamenta11iabilities:

If legislation threatens older
buildings, the long-term solution is not
just to secure an exemption on elite
properties; it is to am end the
legislation. .'The objective (s not just
to react to the symptom. but cure the
disease",

If ec nomic forces threaten o/der
bui/din s, the long term solution is
no1 to .'compensate" for them in
iso/ated cases; it is to redirect those
economi forces [same rationale as

above).

Gove nmental intervention on a
site-spe ific basis should be only a last
resort, hen there has been afai/ure

! of the 9 neral real esta te system of the
! country to adequately protect its

importa t building stock. This
interven ion, is, for buildings, what
hospital are for people; an emergency
respons to sick cases. The equipment
for tha intervention should be as
advance as possible; but the higher
priority remains preventive medicine,
i.e. crea ing a healthy context for the
populati n (or building stock) as a
whole.

As 10 9 as legal or economic factors
are stac ed against older buildings,
heritage authorities will a/ways be in a
reactive position in their attempt to
cope with crises rather than a
proactiv position to control the
agenda. f one wishes to move beyond
"crisis management", the only
recours is to redirect overa// legal/
economi forces to a posture more
favoura le to the re-use of older
building .

This int rest, in whether "the deck
was stack d" against older buildings
generally, ompels consideration of the
rate of t e entirety of "the built
environme t", i.e. 100% of the existing
building s ock. That line of research,
however, as exposed some heritage
agencies to warnings from their

colleagues:

the ag ncy's mandate reputedly did
not e end to factors affecting the
rest o the building stock, but only
those hich immediately affected
the 1 5% of the building stock
which was on their list as being
desig ated (or "designatable") as
"nati al heritage",

there was nothing among the
gener /ized legal or economic
forces affecting the entirety of the
buildi g stock, which would
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clletailed documentation which m(lst,
by law or ~ practice, accompany

selecti?ns of property for the

"'herit~ge" label.

The articulation of criteria becomes
a crucial component. of policy.

necessarily be fatal to thc:m these
legal or economic forces could be
compensated (in relation to the 1-
2% of the designated "heritage"
building stock), through ad hoc
exmptions, waivers and subsidies;

exploration of the issues affecting
the larger building stock (up to
100% ) would not only carry
heritage officiais out of their realm
of expertise, but would expose them
to ridicule from other agencies:

The pr mary purpose of the exercise
is the ollection of a representative
samp/ ng of buildings. Although
some r dundancy is prudent (e.g. 2-
3 exa pies of a given class of
buildi gs), more widescale
conser ation (e.g. 50-100 examples
of a iven class) is superf/uity
(excep where a grouping
constit tes a unit in its own right.

ln any event, heritage agencies
lacked the resources (nor should
they have any fundamental
interest) to pursue issues which
affected buildings with no heritage
characteristics. The verwhe!ming objective of

!egis!a ive intervention is to pre~ent
tampe ing. Artifacts are accepted
in th ir as-is condition; even
restor tion shou!d begin on!y after
correc recording. to assure no !oss
of cu tura! information on the
artifac .:

ln short, one problematic
governmental policy was to rein in any
thinking on how "heritage issues" were
intertwined with "the built
environment" more broadly defined.
That led to a re-articulation of a heritage
agency's supposedly "proper" focus, as
discussed below.

OF2. THE RETRENCHMENT
GOVERNMENT FOCUS

2.2 ';'The Built Environment" as a set of
"Sustainabl " Investments

The above iew is at the opposite end of
the spectru from that of many non-
governmen al organizations which
support a broadening of perspective.
Their view s that it is a mug's game to

view bu il di gs as "artifacts".

buildi ~gs are working components

of the "built environment" which

ShOUld~ be subjected to the sa me
~.rinci es of "sustainable
develo ment" which the
Brund land Commission
recom~ended for the environment
as a w~ole.#

By that reafoning,

Natio f al policies of "sustainable

develo ment" need to be developed

for 10 % of the existing building
stock, not just the 1% of artifact
value.

2.1 Heritage Buildings as "Artifacts"

In some locations, the curtailing of
discussion of "systemic" issues has
occurred under the pretext of a "return
to basics", starting with a reiteration of
the traditional definition of "heritage"
itself. Heritage buildings can supposedly
be equated with

artifacts: those buildings whose
educational/cultural dimensions
have artifact quality. A
"representative" sampling of
buildings and districts of artifact
quality may amount to 1-5% of a
country's total building stock (in
industrialized countries, the latter
typically amounts to one building
for every three inhabitants).

that is the predominant working
mandate which has been delivered to
most governmental heritage programs.
In day-to-day practice, this is

exemplified by

..susta Î able development" theory would osit that buildings should be

viewe first as "investments" whose

econo ic lifespan should be

exten ed. even if only for that
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reason. The notion of creating these

investments, th en replacing them at

every third generation would be

rejected on the ground that it is

"non-sustainable"

2.3 Strategic coRsequeRces

The abO~ e situation creates a dilemma:

in some ountries (e.g. North America)

and with n ICOMOS itself.

The i advocates of "artifact
buil~ings" and of the "built
environment" aIl purportedly
gath~r uRder the saIne baRRer of
"thei heritage movement"; but at
the core of their respective
obje tives lie fundamentally
diff rent philosophies which can
caus awkward situations for a
heri age agency caught between
the confines of its own
adm nistrative mandate and the
urge cy of "curing diseases instead
of r acting to symtoms".

There is no need to establish a
pedigree (cultural or otherwise) for
buildings to enjoy the benefits of
"sustainable development" (e.g
extension of "life expectancy" and

periodic upgrading).

"Superfiuity", among buildings
targeted for "an extension of

economic life expectancy", is

irrelevant.

For ex am le, a heritage agency may feel
tom in h w it frames its argument for

stronger nterdepartmental support for
its effort :

the advocates of "artifact
buil ings" within the agency may
belie e that the growth of "cultural
touri rn" shows that there is still a
huge untapped level of public
sup rt for their educational/
cuIt raI publicity which can
tran late into growing support for
herit ge artifacts (hence promising
polit .cal benefits for larger
herit ge budgets).

The overwhelming objective of

legislative (and other) intervention,
in the case of these "investmentsW, is
the same as for a// investments: it is
"to optimize tbe investment", " Ask

not what you shou/dn't do with the
property, but what you shou/d do
with it".

Advocates of the "built environment"
argue that in most countries, people are
most I y indoors, and the "environment"
of a predominantly indoor population is
necessarily a bui/t environmentw. Its
replacement value is massive and hence
a national "resources management"
strategy for it was expected. The
rehabilitation of the existing building
stock is, in many respects, an
environmentalist's ideal "sustainable"
industry: not only does it extend the
economic lifespan of existing
investments, but it is a large employer
which allows cities to incur a major
value-added (residential renovation
spending in many countries exceeds new
construction) without a corresponding
draw on natural resources, and without
adding extra pressure on urban

infrastructure, sewers, roads, refuse
disposaI etc. Furthermore, the
destruction of buildings creates its own
environmental problems, (e.g. one of
every six cubic metres of waste entering
Canada's overcrowded landfill sites is
"used construction material"). The reuse
of older buildings, according to these
groups, is therefore a bona fide
environmental issue.

Adv cates of the "built
envir nment" may disagree. They
argu that in many locations,
surv ys indicate roughly the same
perc tage of public support as
there was twenty years ago. That
leads them to a critical strategic
decis on: "If we are going to grow at
aIl, i will only be if we pJay the
enfir(}nmentaJ card".

2.4 A " rbrid View

Some org nizations have attempted to

~use these views into a hybrid position,
I.e;

The e~ t;retY of the existing building

stock is a "built environment" to

which rules of sustainable

devel pment must be applied on a

syste ic basis.
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hoc. Frrthe~more, they argue that

even i~ Countries where 10% of the
buildi 9 stock is protected, that still
leaves 90% of the building stock
expose and dooms the movement
to a p rennially reactive posture.

A part of that continuum. in

addition. constitutes "heritage~
which should enjoy special site-

specific treatment.

However, society must be capable

of addressing both of these

dimensions. ln most ountries (including many
industrializ d countries), the problem is
that the h ritage movement is not so
powerful th t it can afford the luxury of
fragmentin itself. A resolution of these
issues rem ins indispensable. There
should be n illusions, however, as to the
task ahead.

2.5 Summary of the Three

Philosophies

In summary, three distinct views have

quietly emerged:

the "artifact" view: society must

identify protect its buildings of

education/cultural value; this view
is reflected in most legislative

apparatus.

3. PROP IETORS AND THE
QUESTIO OF NEGA TIVISM

Many conf rences have also addressed
whether a proper balance has been
struck betw en the "limits on a property-
owners' fre doms" and "the increase in
their cos s". This thorny issue
underlines, n perhaps the most dramatic
terms, the difference in perspective
between t e "artifact" view and the
"investmen " view.

the "enyironmental" view: society
must entrench rules of "sustainable
development" for the entirety of its
building stock in order to ex tend its
"investment" value (quite
independently of educational/
cultural considerations); this view
would get a sympathetic ear among
associations representing the repair

industry.

If one st~rts from the premise that a
heritage butlding is an artifact, then

there i~ a dut y to tamper with its "as
is" co~ition as little as possible;a "hybrid view": society must

develop rules for the entirety of its
built environment, plus certain
special adjustments for its
properties of educational/cultural
values.

aIl ex~sting features (including.
perhap .even its deterioration) are
testim nies to its history, and any
tampe ing must be viewed with
great ~ircumspection, for fear of
alterin~ the authenticity of the

cultur~1 experience.
This division of opinion has elicited

some behind-the-scenes acrimony at
certain heritage conferences: Of nt cessitY, the thrust of

legisla ive intervention will be

negati e: it will focus on restraining
those ho hold the property from
tampe~ing with it inappropriately.

The advocates of the "artifact"
philosophy have sometimes treated
advocates of the "built
environment" as slumming, or at
least of diluting the subject-matter
of heritage beyond recognition;

the latter accuse the former (and

their site-specific focus on the top

strata of buildings) of taking such a

narrow view as to marginalize

heritage right off the political

agenda, ignoring systemii; issues
and confining themselves to the ad

If the prop~ tY is viewed primarily as an
'ïnvestment , the reverse is true: the
objective, ith investments, is for them
to be "opti1rized";

I
it wouid follow that the role of
govem~ental intervention, at least
as popularly perceived, would not
be negative (i.e. restraining
something), but rather positive (i.e.

promocing something).
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standtint. and that such governmental
interv ntion was therefore essential to
conser e and/or upgrade the resource.

Any focus on de facto protection

{throu h competitiveness) exclu des

man}' sites wh ere the topic is

inappr priate (churches, archaeological
sites e c); but even public buildings like

govern ent headquarters, courthouses
and th like rnust "cornpete" in their own

way w th offers of newer space. In the

privat sector, where the overwhelrning
rnajori y of older buildings are located
(in rn st non-cornrnunist countries),

cornpe itiveness is the lifeblood of
surviv I.

ln this case, the objective would be

to draw maximum "benefit"

(however defined) from the
"resource" in question.

ln a real esta te context, that would

translate into directives which are

less focused on regulation than on

instruction as to what best to do

(positively) with the property.

That is nol the orientation of many

governmental programs or planning
systems. It is argued that this has

represented a gigantic liability for the

movement, for two reasons:

Property owners resent instructions
on what not to do with their
property, more than suggestions on
what to do (which, indeed, are often

welcomed).

Furthemore, any marketing expert
will agree that it is immeasurably

more difficult to "sell" an idea

which is phrased in the negative
than one which is phrased in the

positive.

It follows that governmental strategy,

which is formulated exclusively in the

negative, imposes a political liability
upon itself.

4.2 T e Regulation/Subsidy Trap

The as umption that heritage buildings
are uncompetitive led many
govern ents into the logical trap of
assumi g that-

th regulatory mechanism was the

ap ropriate way for governments to
in ervene on a site-specific basis.

Al ernatively, governments could
la nch subsidy programs to
ar ificially compensate for intrinsic
un ompetitiveness, again on a site-
s cific basis.

R latively /ess attention addressed
to olving the competitive problem

by making the heritage
co servation/restoration option
rn re cornpetitive. either on a site-
sp cific or generalized basis.

4. DE FACTO PROTECfION

VERSUS DE JURE PROTECfION

4.1 Relevance and Status Quo

Most buildings (not only in western

countries) enjoy de facto protection
through the free market: they are

already competitive (with replacement
structures or uses) in their existing

condition. Many would, of course, be
even more competitive if properly

renovated or restored.

On the other hand, in most countries less
than 5% of the building stock enjoys de

jure protection, under any of the
heritage statutes in the country. This
applies to both buildings and districts.
Many of those which are so protected
were chosen precisely because there
were fears that the restoration of the
buildings was intrinsically
uncompetitive from an economic

Advoca es of the "built environment"
might rgue that this overlooking of
competi iveness was predictable, on the
part of he fans of "artifact buildings".

"C mpetitiveness" is not an issue
for most artifacts. The government
rol , in relation to the latter, is
us ally to regulate the items and/or
to subsidize them (grants, loans
etc )

A ong "investments", however,
the role of government is usually
per eived differently. If the item is
un ompetitive, -one of the first
qu stions is typically whether the
government itself is part I y to blame
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In a country IJke Canada, the courts

have issued definitions of the word

."repair" which encompass most

restoration projects. Tax officiaIs,

however, have so far refused to comply.

The dispute over these definitions

(which were decided for legal reasons,
not because of any sympathy for

heritage) is perhaps the largest single

economic issue in which the Canadian

government is artificially discouraging

restoration activity. Other countries

would have a similar interest in re-

examining their own counterparts.

for its uncompetitiveness. ln most

heritage meetings there has been

almost no attempt to aclclress the

question of whether

uncompetitiveness is causecl by

anything other than "normal

market forces", e.g. by the
government itse/f If that analysis

were clone, some observers might be

startled by the results.

This opens up a vast area of enquiry,

namely the scope of governmental

policies which (advertently or

inildvertantly) artifically undermine the

competitiveness of older buildings,

render them unable to enjoy de facto

protection, and hence force them into a

crisis position which the heritage

agencies are then called upon to .'solve"

(with their own meagre budgets).

5.2

renovations/

frustrated by

standards/codes,

5. GOVERNMENTAL ASSAULTS
ON THE COMPETITIVENESS
OF OLDER BUILDINGS

5. I The Definition of '"Repair" and
"Restoration"

In many countries, the "economic

realities" are heavily affected by

artificiaJ government systems which
miJitate against the free market

competitiveness of the older building

stock. Some of these have been buried

deep in the country's accounting system.

For example, most countries have an

income tax system which taxes the profit
from the occupancy of real estate (rental

residential, commercial, industrial,
agricultural). The rules which define
how to caJcuJate profit can be crucial: in

most systems.

"repairs" are considered to reduce

taxable profit, but "additions" are

not.

Is restoration

a "repair" or

an "addition"?

If it is a "repair", its cost would be

deductible from taxab/e profit -which is

usually far more attractive than when

the cost must be entirely borne by the

owner (i.e. without any significant tax

deductions).

professionals;
entrepreneurs;
trades and workmen.

ln some countries, there is a careful
system to assure the availabilty of
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trained personnel for restoration projects

on the tiny minority of government-Iisted

heritage buildings -but on nothing else.

Any citizen who wishes to assure the de

facto conservation of his/her building is

left with

a high level of risk in the

selection of competent personnel

for the project.

This risk is compounded when

there is no reliable system of

warranties for work conducted.

That risk constitutes not only a

deterrent, but also fosters a breeding-
ground for black market renovations -

often resulting in disproportionately low

quality for the money spent.

5.4. Government occupancy of heritage

Buildings

As difficult as it is for private sector

heritage buildings to obtain anchor

tenants {and hence economic prospects),

the situation is usually worse in the

public sector. Many industrial countries

{and some notable third world countries)

are littered with instances of

governments

refusing ta use space in their awn

heritage buildings. and

refusing ta lease renavated

buildings because these were not

what "prestigious governmental

space was supposed to look like.

In countries where the tax laws adopt

this approach. it represent a massive

national tax giveaway for the

demolition of buildings.

.:

The US Congress felt compelled to

legislate (1974) its own bureaucrats into

using their own heritage space -but even

that legislation failed. This is an issue of

"bureaucratic culture" which not only

restricts the market (artificially)

for heritage property. but also

Discredits the government's own

heritage agency: for how can a

government agency persuade the

private sector of the virtue of re-

using heritage buildings, if its own

co//eagues refuse to do so?

5.5 Income Tax give-aways for
demolition

ln many countries, the tax rules affect
how the country's accounting system will

deal with a building which has been

demolished. If the building was held for

investment purposes, how should its

disappearance be entered in the

taxpayers' ledger?

In some countries (e.g. Canada and

U.SA.), the fact that the building was

there one day and is absent the next is

(on the instruction of the tax statute)

entered as a "loSS"; and

alI (or part) of the supposed value of

the building (at the time of this

"loss"), is entered in the ledger as

having been similarly "lost", Some

countries (e.g. Canada and the

U.S.A.) then provide that

since the investor has now suffered

an investment "loss", this

destruction will result in alI (or

part) of the asset's value (as listed in

his ledger immediately prior to

demolition) being deducted from

taxable income.

5.6 Other Tax give-aways for

demolition, notably property taxes

Independently of taxes on income, many

countries have a tax system applicable to

the value of property .i.e. its market value

(.)r a proportion thereof), its "deemed

rental" value, its role in accumulated

"wealth" etc.

The question is whether this system, in a

given jurisdiction.

penalizes individuals who restore

property, and/or
rewards those who con vert it to

vacant land.

For example, parking lots enjoy

among the most preferential kinds of

treatment in terms of business taxes

under the typical provincial assessment

legislation in Canada (Ontario's

Assessment Act imposes a business tax

on retail buildings of three times the

amount charged for a parking lot

assessed at identical value). On the
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other hand, renovation/restoration often

increases property taxes, which is not

perceived as rouch of an incentive for

"doing the right thing" with one's

property.

a/te, djusting for inflation and the
declin in the value of money, the
buildi 9 was treated as having lost
(in "c nstant dollars") two-thirds of
its val e.

ln real lif , buildings in Canada lost
almost no lue at alI; and this created a
catastroph .Owners who had routinely
reduced t eir taxes (every year) by
deducting depreciation faced a
dilemma: s soon as they sold their
buildings (at more than their
depreciate figure on their ledgers),

the unreality of their
"depr ciation" would be exposed,
and t e system provided that tax
autho ities could reclaim tax
retro tively on ali the unjusti/ied
depre iation which came to light.

5.7 Tax Systems which insist on short
life expectancies for buildings

ln some tax sy$tems (e.g. theU.K.) there

is no system of "depreciation" which

would allow the buildings's accountants

to
deva/ue the building anpually on

the proprietor's ledger.

ln the absence of "depreciation", if

an investment property was worth

.t: 100,000 on the oWner's ledger in

1980, it would still be listed at

.t: 100,000 on the ledger in 1990.

[ln reallife, that accounting system

can indeed acknowledge that the

building lost value -for whatever
reason -since .t: 100,000 in 1990

has less value (because of inflation)

than .t: 100,000 had in 1980. That

tax system is saying, in effect, that

the erosion in market value is no

greater than the erosion in the value

of money, and hence that the two

figures remain equalto each other.)

The prim ry way to avoid this tax
liability w by demo/ishing the building
prior to sa e.

This tax avoidance at demolition,
combined with the tax treatment of
"Iosses" incurred at demolition
(described at s. 5.5 above), became a
powerful ( Ibeit artificial) rationale for
the dest uction of buildings for
redevelop ent, instead of their reuse.
Any coun ry which has a comparable
system fo tax-deductible depreciation
of buildin s may similarly be planting
fiscal tim -bombs in its architectural

heritage.

ln other tax systems (e.g. U.S.A. and
Canada), the tax system provides an
automatic right to claim that the
building has been devalued beyond a
figure corresponding to inflation. For
example, in Canada an investment

building.

5.8 Discri...inatory subsidies to public

buildings i

There ard numerous examples of

governmen lsubsidy programs for

Schoo s.

Hospi ais.

uni~er$ities and

other public institutions

which vi~ rously discriminate against
repair an renovation, in favour of
demolition and replacement ( e.g. by
providing disproportionately higher
subsidies ~ r replacement than repair).
This clear y distorts the'economics of
older pub ic buildings and threatens
their legiti ate life expectancy.

which was entered in the owner's
ledger in 1980 at a value of
$ 100,000 would be listed, by 1990,
as having a remaining value of
approximately $ 66,000;

the other $ 34,000 was treated as
the depreciation/ devaluation of the
building, and

was tax-deductib/e.

ln other words, the building was
treated as having lost one third of its
value before adjustj'ng for

inf/ation;

4-
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the op~ration of commercial market
forces (~.g, churches etc.). On the other

hand,
~I much larger segment of the

threate d older building stock may not

need "i centives", "perks", "subsidies"

etc. to }je competitive:

it si~ply needs a level playing field.

If It were to obtain that level

Pla1 ing field, a rouch larger

per entage of the building stock

wo ld enjoy de facto protection,
and

the I cumbersome proceses of

app ~ ing de jure protection would
not even be necessary, except in a
min rit y of cases.

5.9 Artificial restrictions on Financing

Some countries have an overwhelmingly
private-sector banking system; others
have a nationalized state bank,
purportedly to assist national objectives.
Some countries have a combination of
both. At least one state bank is known to
have advised applicants that it is unlikely
to finance projects secured by mortgages
on listed heritage property, because it
considers such collateral security as
essentially worthless. The reason, says
the Bank, is that it does not like the "red
tape" involved once those properties
have been listed.

This is clearly a serious obstacle to any
such restoration project.

5.10 Disregarding Philanthropic

Expenditures

The income tax system of most countries

acknowledges that:

This can ~e compared with the argument
that a I more generous system of

governmtnt grants should be made
available for the repair /re-use of
heritage ~uildings. That argument has
been criJ~ized for three reasons;business disbursements are totally tax

deductible.
AIl ~ UbSidY systems are already und r attack for budgelary reasons,

part cularly in view of the world

eco my.

The ubsidy systems' contemplated
are t ed to heritage designations -

whic excludes the overwhelming
majo ity of older buildings,
inclu ing many worthy of repair (at
least in the minds of some ).

!
perhi'ps most conclusively, so-
calle "artificial" economic'
instr ments, like subsidies and tax
incen ives, are almost always the
most ~u/nerab/e ta cutback during
a rec9ssion: to rely upon them is to
invite l an artificial boom and bust

cycle in the renovation/repair

sector

ln many countries, however ,
philanthropic or charitable expenditures
are tl:eated .much worse than business

expenses:

a donor cannot claim the whole
disbursement as a tax deduction if
he donated it for the public good.

In countries like Canada, the charitable
deduction is eroded by fiscal fictions; in
the U.K., the deduction is non-existent.
ln short, a taxpayer receives more
favourable treatment when

squandering an as set for
(mistakenly) avaricious motives
than when giving ir away for
idealistic motives.

This imbalance is a deterrent to any
taxpayer who wanted to save property by
donating it to conservation agencies, or
by reaching some other arrangement
which voluntarily relinquished part of

his/her property rights.

This last point is perhaps the largest
single reason why the focus, in some
countries, ~as shifted to methods

to enc1ura~e .the com~etitiveness of
older buùdmgs, vIa long-term
syste~ic adjustments which could
be. synthesized with the overall
economic system, without any taint
of artificialitv.

6. THE PROSPECfS

6.1 "The Market" and the rote of

heritage agencies
On one band, tbere witt alwriys be a
minority of buildings wbicb are outside
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The fir~t step was clearly to identify and
eliminate the existing governmental
disincentives affecting the built
environment. That is further described
below.

code$ which often prove extremely
awkward and potentially counter-
prod ctive on renovation projects),

the c rtailment of the black market
in re ovations (which often prove
shod y) etc.

Item zation of other "external
vari bles" which will affect the
well- eing of the industry,
incl ing a list of artificial
gove nmental disincentives to be
ad dr ssed and eventually resolved.

This is rely an acknowledgement of
reality. Whether the professional
communi y likes it or not, the patterns of
the early enty-first century are already
clear: the e will be

far ewer worthy buildings whose
fate .s in the hands of architects or
~ove nment officiais than

thos which are in the hands of
acc ntants.

6.3 National Strategies

In some countries, the process of re-
establishing a fair economic treatment of
older buildings begins by

reconsidering the buildi ng repair !
renovation! restoration industry as
a whole, and undertaking a strategy
for its health in the 21st century.

For example, the Canadian residential
renovation industry is developing a
detailed gameplan to develop a better
context for work on older buildings.
Although the execution of that
gameplan is still in its earliest stages, it
encompasses a list of highly specific
goals including the

development of a multi-decade
strategic plan for personnel training
to improve cost efficiency,

feasibility studies for
comprehensive warrant y
programmes on workmanship,

codification of intelligent
"alternate measures" for safe
rehabilitation of buildings (as
opposed to the current construction

The pri ary question is how the
conserva ion community proposes to
influence govemment policy in light of
this reali y, to assure that

eve if govemments are not "part of
the lution",

they at least stop being "part of the
pro lem",


